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BUCHAREST, MARCH 29
Risk Analysis Conference

BUCHAREST, MAY 22

Smart EDU Conference

A.R.T.S. in partnership with Media Makers has organized the
second edition of risk analysis conference titled, RISK ANALYSIS,
THE FOUNDATION OF PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE AND
BURGLARY.
About 200 guests from among the professional and trade
associations, banks, insurance and certification companies,
critical infrastructure and the academic fields, consultancy
companies, communications, IT, security guards, retail, risk
assessors at physical security, authorities, media and A.R.T.S.
members attended the conference.

SMART EDUCATION & TRAINING We live in the age of technology,
and everything around us becomes “smart” - from tools to
organizations and communities. In this context, we must ask
ourselves: How do we prepare for this future and how Romanian
School prepares the young generation for trades that still not
there? More importantly, how can involve the private sector in
this process?
ARTS is Co-organizer of this event which we propose to open
discussions path between the main actors which influence this
process: Universities, Central and local Administrations, private
and public Companies from ICT, mobility, energy and utilities.

BUCHAREST, JUNE 8

A.R.T.S. National Conference

A.R.T.S. National Conference: „PERSPECTIVES IN PRIVATE
SECURITY – SOCIAL VALUE OF SECURITY SERVICES”. Reached
the ninth edition, the event will bring to the attention of audience
regional security market but also Romanian security solutions
awarded abroad: Parking Spotter Solution developed by Siel
Invest and Helinick – A.R.T.S. members - ended with the best
result: 1st Prize at the Milestone Integration Platform Symposium
(MIPS), San Antonio/Texas USA from February 2017 and also,
Outstandind Security Performance Awards (OSPA) winners.
In two panels of the Conference will be discussed the following
topics: Cyber-physical systems security, the challenge of the
coming years for the private security sector and Modern fire
protection systems – the role in social security.

E-MOBILITY AND CONECTIVITY - Electric transport in Romania,
from European challange to locally tangible results. This event is
part of SMART CITIES OF ROMANIA, organized by A.R.T.S., National
Committee of World Energy Council, Romanian Organization
for the implementation of Intelligent Transport Systems and ITS
Events Management.
BUCHAREST, JUNE 13

E-Mobility And Conectivity
Conference

Electric vehicles market is still in the early phase in Romania.
Even though sales of green cars (electric and hybrid) recorded
locally an additional 110% in 2015 and increase of almost 90%
in the first two months of the 2016 (according to APIA), our
country is still on the last places in Europe. However, there is a
real interest in promoting e-mobility in Romania and there are
already a number of concrete results.
In the panels of the Conference will be discussed the following
topics: e-mobility and alternative fuels, mobility as a service, traffic
and transport management, safety and security in transport.

SMART GOVERNANCE FOR SMART CITIZENS. The third edition
of the Expo-Conference “Smart Cities of Romania” follows the
objectives of National Territorial Development Partnership and
proposes to evaluation the most relevant projects and Urban
Solutions.
BUCHAREST, OCTOBER 11-12

SCOR Expo-Conference

This is the main event of the series of Smart Cities of Rmania,
organized by A.R.T.S., National Committee of World Energy
Council, Romanian Organization for the implementation of
Intelligent Transport Systems and ITS Events Management.
In the panels of the Conference will be discussed the following
topics: The need for a “National Partnership” for urban
development of intelligence; Smart cities of Romania; Projects
and Urban Solutions; public procurement Workshop for the
smart city projects.

